
 Chapter 25 

Imperialism, Alliances, & War 
1871 - 1918 

Sections 1 (pp 826-838): The New Imperialism 
 We will not be covering this chapter in class.  You’re responsible for the info. 

 Intro    
   1.   What permitted the European nations to be as effective at Imperialism as they were? 

   

 

   2.  What time period is associated with the New Imperialism? 

 

 

 The New Imperialism 

   3.  What’s the textbook definition of Imperialism? 

 

   4  The last 2 paragraphs are pure gold.   You should try to understand what they’re sayin’. 

 Motives for the New Imperialism 

   5.  What is ironic about the profitability of colonies for the Colonizers? 

 

   6.  What were the justifications that advocates created for Imperialism  (list 3) 

 

 

 The Scramble for Africa 

  Ok.  Your book does not just come out and SAY what the Scramble for Africa is. 

  It uses the two maps on 831 & 833 to explain it.    

   7   What year is the 831 map of? 

   8.  What color is the UNcolonized parts of Africa? 

 

   9.  What areas of Africa seem to be colonized on that map? 

 

   10.  Now turn to 833, Can you find any areas that are uncolonized on that  map??? 

 

   11.  Although Imperialist claimed to be doing it “for the savage people,”    

     according to Kagan the  European powers ran Africa primarily for whose benefit?? 

 

   12.  Who controlled Algeria (North Africa)? 

   13.  Who controlled Egypt? 

 

   14.  Why was Egypt so important to this Imperial Power?     WHY? 



   15.  Who conquered the Congo?   Be careful with your answer!!!    It is NOT Belgium. 

 

   16.  How was the Congo governed / administered? 

   

   17.  What Two European powers competed for Southern Africa? 

       

  Asia 

   18.  What Asian country is emerging as a great power?  Hmmm 

 

 

 

Section 2: (pp 843 - 734): Emergence of the German Empire & the Alliance Systems  

   OK, this section SHOULD be called “The Buildup to World War I” 

 Intro 

  1.  nice description of each country 

 Bismarck’s Leadership 

  2.  Very important issue.   

    a.  How did Bismarck want to treat France? 

  

    b.  In a worst-case-scenario, what was Bismarck’s foreign policy goal toward France?  

 

  War in the Balkans  (just get the big picture that this is a danger spot in Europe) 

  3.  Where are the Balkans?? 

  4.  Why does Russia feel that it should be involved in the Balkans? 

 

  The Congress of Berlin (just get the big picture:  Germany’s trying to keep the peace) 

  Germany’s Alliances with Russia and Austria 

   The first 3 paragraphs of this section are VERY important 

  5.  What was the relationship between Germany and Austria? 

 

  6.  Ok, so at the end of this little section,  Who is on Germany’s “team” 

 

  The Triple Alliance 

  7.  Who is added in 1882 to Bismarck’s “team” 

 

  8.  OK, If Bismarck was trying to keep everyone from attacking Germany, What was the new Kaiser  

    Wilhelm II more concerned with? 



  9.  The description of Bismarck’s foreign policy goals/methods is PERFECT!!  Reread it.  

  10.  What are the “full range of diplomatic weapons”  at a nation’s disposal?? 

 

 

 Forging the Triple Entente 

  Let’s sum up.  Bismarck’s goal was to keep France isolated.  He had Austria, Russia,&  Italy on his 

 “team” and France would never form a close alliance with Britain. So he has been successful.  This  

 next section is trying to show how an isolated France get’s her “team” together. 

     11.  Why did Russia turn to the French?? 

  So now (in 1894) the Teams are  France/Russia  vs  Germany/Austria/Italy   with Britain Neutral 

  12.  WHY did Britain side against her traditional friend, Germany? 

 

  Ok, the Entente Cordiale and The First Moroccan Crisis are just background info.   

   Don’t try to keep it all straight. 

   HOWEVER, the Last section is pure gold.  Reread it.  It’s the whole point of the section. 

   No questions but just know it.  : ) 

 

 

Section 3 (pp 734- 856): World War I        
 The Road to War 
   1.  What did Slavic nationalist want? 

 

   2. What country did Slavs look TO?  Against? 

  

   The Bosnian Crisis:  Austria Punks the Serbs, Russia not Happy, Germany has not choice but to  

    support Austria and not liking it one bit.  That is all.  

    

   The Second Moroccan Crisis:  France and Germany have a tiff.  England jumps in because it’s   

    worried about the German Navy.  Everyone backs down, but France and England get closer.    

    That is all. 

 

   War in the Balkans:  Minor wars in the Balkans increases tensions between Austria (anti-serb)  

    and Russia (Serb protectors).  Russia backs down.  Embarrassed.  Wont back down again. Grr. 

    

 Sarajevo and the Outbreak of War 

   3.  Who is assassinated? 

   4.  Who did it?   

   5.  According to Kagan, why did Germany give Austria a blank check. 

      (there are many. I expect to see more than one) 

 

 

 

 



 


